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It Only Gets Stronger
Jeremy Riddle

[Intro]
C

[Verse 1]
C                        Am
I m standing on the edge again
G                                 F
I feel your breath coming on the wind
F                          Dm
Nothing s clear, but I can hear
                  Am    G
the sound of your voice

[Chorus]
                    C                   Am
It only gets stronger, it only gets deeper
          G
my head s underwater, but somehow
      F
I can finally breathe
                    C                   Am
It only gets stronger, it only gets deeper
                    G
my heart is on fire, and this love is
F
setting me free

[Verse 2]

C                                 Am
i ve nothing but these empty hands
G                           Am  F
but with you i have everything
F
how can I lose, as long as You
F                    Am   G
are the love holding onto me

[Chorus]
                    C                   Am
It only gets stronger, it only gets deeper
          G
my head s underwater, but somehow
      F
I can finally breathe
                    C                   Am
It only gets stronger, it only gets deeper



                    G
my heart is on fire, and this love is
F
setting me free

[Bridge]
Am                  C
All these years and all my fears
           F                   Dm
are lost in these tears that I cry to you
    Am
and all this pain,
       C
all my hiding and all my shame
            F                 Dm
are drowned in these waves of endless truth
    Am                       C
and all these lies that have kept me blind
    F              Dm
Disappear as I m beholding you
       Am                   C
knowing all my days, I will see your face
            F               Dm
and nothing can erase this love

[Chorus (alt chords)]
                    C                    G
It only gets stronger, it only gets deeper
                  C/E
my head s underwater, but somehow
      F
I can finally breathe
                    C                   G
It only gets stronger, it only gets deeper
                  C/E
my heart is on fire, and this love is
F
setting me free


